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Latency



Latency

• Online services

• HCI studies

Delay Result
Amazon +100ms -1%  revenue

Bing +500ms -1.2%  revenue

Google +400ms -0.6% searches
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User performance in a racing game

[*] L. Pantel, L.C. Wolf, “On the impact of delay on real-
time multiplayer games”, NOSSDAV ’02

[*]
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Controlling latency is difficult:
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Latency

1. Pervasive uncertainty

- Link congestion

- Cache miss

- Slow disk lookup

- Delay due to virtualization

- ...

Controlling latency is difficult:
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2. Application structure

Controlling latency is difficult:

Figure 1: Queue length measured on a Broadcom Triumph
switch. Two long flows are launched from distinct 1Gbps ports
to a common 1Gbps port. Switch has dynamic memory man-
agement enabled, allowing flows to a common receiver to dy-
namically grab up to 700KB of buffer.

some or all of the available buffer in the switches. Our key learning
from these measurements is that to meet the requirements of such
a diverse mix of short and long flows, switch buffer occupancies
need to be persistently low, while maintaining high throughput for
the long flows. DCTCP is designed to do exactly this.

DCTCP combines Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) with
a novel control scheme at the sources. It extracts multibit feed-
back on congestion in the network from the single bit stream of
ECN marks. Sources estimate the fraction of marked packets, and
use that estimate as a signal for the extent of congestion. This al-
lows DCTCP to operate with very low buffer occupancies while
still achieving high throughput. Figure 1 illustrates the effective-
ness of DCTCP in achieving full throughput while taking up a very
small footprint in the switch packet buffer, as compared to TCP.

While designing DCTCP, a key requirement was that it be imple-
mentable with mechanisms in existing hardware — meaning our
evaluation can be conducted on physical hardware, and the solu-
tion can be deployed to our data centers. Thus, we did not con-
sider solutions such as RCP [6], which are not implemented in any
commercially-available switches.

We stress that DCTCP is designed for the data center environ-
ment. In this paper, we make no claims about suitability of DCTCP
for wide area networks. The data center environment [19] is signif-
icantly different from wide area networks. For example, round trip
times (RTTs) can be less than 250µs, in absence of queuing. Appli-
cations simultaneously need extremely high bandwidths and very
low latencies. Often, there is little statistical multiplexing: a single
flow can dominate a particular path. At the same time, the data cen-
ter environment offers certain luxuries. The network is largely ho-
mogeneous and under a single administrative control. Thus, back-
ward compatibility, incremental deployment and fairness to legacy
protocols are not major concerns. Connectivity to the external In-
ternet is typically managed through load balancers and application
proxies that effectively separate internal traffic from external, so
issues of fairness with conventional TCP are irrelevant.

We do not address the question of how to apportion data cen-
ter bandwidth between internal and external (at least one end point
outside the data center) flows. The simplest class of solutions in-
volve using Ethernet priorities (Class of Service) to keep internal
and external flows separate at the switches, with ECN marking in
the data center carried out strictly for internal flows.

The TCP literature is vast, and there are two large families of
congestion control protocols that attempt to control queue lengths:
(i) Delay-based protocols use increases in RTT measurements as a
sign of growing queueing delay, and hence of congestion. These
protocols rely heavily on accurate RTT measurement, which is sus-
ceptible to noise in the very low latency environment of data cen-
ters. Small noisy fluctuations of latency become indistinguish-
able from congestion and the algorithm can over-react. (ii) Active
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Figure 2: The partition/aggregate design pattern

Queue Management (AQM) approaches use explicit feedback from
congested switches. The algorithm we propose is in this family.

Having measured and analyzed the traffic in the cluster and asso-
ciated impairments in depth, we find that DCTCP provides all the
benefits we seek. DCTCP requires only 30 lines of code change to
TCP, and the setting of a single parameter on the switches.

2. COMMUNICATIONS IN DATA CENTERS
To understand the challenges facing data center transport proto-

cols, we first describe a common application structure, Partition/Aggregate,
that motivates why latency is a critical metric in data centers. We
measure the synchronized and bursty traffic patterns that result from
these application structure, and identify three performance impair-
ments these patterns cause.

2.1 Partition/Aggregate
The Partition/Aggregate design pattern shown in Figure 2 is the

foundation of many large scale web applications. Requests from
higher layers of the application are broken into pieces and farmed
out to workers in lower layers. The responses of these workers are
aggregated to produce a result. Web search, social network content
composition, and advertisement selection are all based around this
application design pattern. For interactive, soft-real-time applica-
tions like these, latency is the key metric, with total permissible la-
tency being determined by factors including customer impact stud-
ies [21]. After subtracting typical Internet and rendering delays,
the “backend” part of the application is typically allocated between
230-300ms. This limit is called an all-up SLA.

Many applications have a multi-layer partition/aggregate pattern
workflow, with lags at one layer delaying the initiation of others.
Further, answering a request may require iteratively invoking the
pattern, with an aggregator making serial requests to the workers
below it to prepare a response (1 to 4 iterations are typical, though
as many as 20 may occur). For example, in web search, a query
might be sent to many aggregators and workers, each responsible
for a different part of the index. Based on the replies, an aggregator
might refine the query and send it out again to improve the rele-
vance of the result. Lagging instances of partition/aggregate can
thus add up to threaten the all-up SLAs for queries. Indeed, we
found that latencies run close to SLA targets, as developers exploit
all of the available time budget to compute the best result possible.

To prevent the all-up SLA from being violated, worker nodes
are assigned tight deadlines, usually on the order of 10-100ms.
When a node misses its deadline, the computation continues with-
out that response, lowering the quality of the result. Further, high
percentiles for worker latencies matter. For example, high laten-
cies at the 99.9th percentile mean lower quality results or long lags
(or both) for at least 1 in 1000 responses, potentially impacting
large numbers of users who then may not come back. Therefore,
latencies are typically tracked to 99.9th percentiles, and deadlines
are associated with high percentiles. Figure 8 shows a screen shot
from a production monitoring tool, tracking high percentiles.

64

Partition/aggregate pattern
Alizadeh et al., “Data center TCP”, SIGCOMM’10
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Redundancy

• Some past uses:

- Distributed jobs (speculative execution)[1]

- DTNs [2]

- DHT queries [3]

[1] Ananthanarayanan et al., “Why let resources idle? Aggressive cloning of jobs using 
Dolly”, HotCloud ’12

[2] Soljanin, “Reducing delay with coding in multi-agent information transfer”, Allerton ’10

[3] Li et al., “Bandwidth efficient management of DHT routing tables”, NSDI ’10



Argument
1. Overhead should be tolerable

2. When is cost < benefit?

3. Example applications



Overhead

1. Latency-sensitive tasks likely to be small

2. Heavy tails are pervasive

Intuitively, overhead should be low because



What is the overhead from replicating 
the x% smallest flows?
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• Hard to estimate

• As first approximation, we will use

US median wage = 23.5 $/hr
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0.01! 0.1! 1! 10! 100! 1000!

MDDHost!

MaxCDN!

Amazon EC2!

AT&T DSL!

T-mobile Austria!

AT&T cellphone!

Bandwidth cost (10-7$/KB)!



• Redundancy is useful even with the most 
expensive cell phone plan if
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• Redundancy is useful even with the most 
expensive cell phone plan if

Cost vs benefit
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• Redundancy is useful even with the most 
expensive cell phone plan if

Cost vs benefit
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• Redundancy is useful even with the most 
expensive cell phone plan if

• Redundancy is useful with a DSL plan if

Cost vs benefit
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Specific applications
1. DNS

2. Multipath overlay

3. Memcached

Targets:   10 ms/KB (cell phone)
            0.03 ms/KB     (DSL)



DNS

• Replicate DNS queries to multiple servers 
in parallel

• Evaluation: PlanetLab experiments



DNS: Experiment
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DNS: Experiment

Server Avg Response 
Time (s)

Google 0.16

Local DNS 0.27

OpenDNS 0.37

Level3 0.61

Stage 1: Measure, Rank Stage 2: Evaluate

Try different levels 
of replication, 

using servers in 
the ranked order
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DNS

Client 
location

Optimal number of 
servers per query

Average latency 
improvement

Cell phone 5 90ms

DSL 10 100ms



Multipath Overlay

• Send copies of packets on different overlay 
paths

• Evaluation: PlanetLab experiments

• Note: limited set of topologies



Multipath Overlay

• Data rate: 32kbps-56kbps

• Topology, data rate both match Skype

src dst



Multipath Overlay
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Multipath Overlay

2 paths 3 paths

Mean latency 
savings (ms/KB) 0.8 0.4

99.9th %ile latency 
savings (ms/KB) 260 130



Multipath Overlay

2 paths 3 paths

Mean latency 
savings (ms/KB) 0.8 0.4

99.9th %ile latency 
savings (ms/KB) 260 130

Targets:   10 ms/KB (cell phone)
            0.03 ms/KB     (DSL)



Beyond selfishness

• So far: when should an individual user 
selfishly replicate?

• Now: look at whole system



Beyond selfishness
Queueing analysis: threshold effect
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Beyond selfishness
Queueing analysis: threshold effect
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Conjecture: threshold load > 30%
irrespective of service time distribution
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GENI resources

Application Need Experiments on

DNS A PlanetLab

Multipath Overlay A, B, C PlanetLab, ProtoGENI, 
OpenFlow

Memcached B ProtoGENI

A: Realistic background traffic
B: Isolated environment
C: Novel Internet architecture



Extra capacity

Reduced latency

Redundancy

A. Vulimiri, O. Michel, P. B. Godfrey, S.Shenker
“More is less: Reducing latency via redundancy”

HotNets 2012 

Supported by NSF grant CNS 1050146



Thank you!
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How can you mitigate 
overhead?

• Strict prioritization

• Redundancy elimination[*]

• Network coding (fractional replication)

[*] Han et al., “RPT: re-architecting loss protection for 
content-aware networks”, NSDI ’12


